We propose a simple renormalizable model of baryogenesis and asymmetric dark matter generation at the electroweak phase transition. Our setup utilizes the two Higgs doublet model plus two complex gauge singlets, the lighter of which is stable dark matter. The dark matter is charged under a global symmetry that is broken in the early universe but restored during the electroweak phase transition. Because the ratio of baryon and dark matter asymmetries is controlled by model parameters, the dark matter need not be light. Thus, new force carriers are unnecessary and the symmetric dark matter abundance can be eliminated via Higgs portal interactions alone. Our model places a rough upper bound on the dark matter mass, and has implications for direct detection experiments and particle colliders.
I. INTRODUCTION
Asymmetric dark matter (ADM) is an elegant framework that postulates a common origin for the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU) and relic dark matter (DM). In ADM [1] [2] [3] , the observed abundance of DM carries an imbalance between particles and antiparticles seeded by a dynamical link between DM number, U (1) DM , and baryon number, U (1) B , during an earlier cosmological epoch.
In the very simplest models of ADM, the baryon and DM asymmetries are equal up to rational numerical coefficients arising from the constraints of chemical equilibrium [4] , implying that m DM ∼ GeV. For such low masses, new light mediators are required to efficiently annihilate away the symmetric component of the DM. However, these theories offer few clues to the so-called coincidence problem, which asks why Ω DM /Ω B ∼ 5. In particular, there is no reason that m DM should be so tantalizingly close to the mass of the proton.
On the other hand, it is known that more elaborate theories of ADM can accommodate m DM GeV when the mechanism of cogenesis entails model parameters that separately control the asymmetries in baryons and DM [5, 6] . This suggests an underlying reason for the coincidence problem: the DM mass is intrinsically connected to the weak scale and not the GeV scale. In turn, the baryon and DM asymmetries are accommodated within the numerical slop of the model parameter space. This ADM "miracle" parallels the so-called weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) "miracle", which famously exploits a coincidence in the relative values of the weak and Planck scales.
In this paper we propose a simple model of "electroweak cogenesis" which simultaneously generates the BAU and ADM during the electroweak phase transition (EWPT). DM is inextricably tied to the weak scale through its participation in the EWPT. Because the DM is a weak scale particle, light mediator particles are unnecessary to eliminate the symmetric abundance of DM. Instead, we pursue a considerably simpler setup in which DM annihilates exclusively through Higgs portal interactions. As a result, electroweak cogenesis is quite minimal and can be achieved in the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) augmented by two complex scalars charged under an exact DM symmetry, U (1) DM .
A novel aspect of our scenario is the pattern of symmetry breaking and restoration during the EWPT:
At high temperatures, the Higgs doublets take on vanishing vacuum expectation values (VEVs) and electroweak symmetry is preserved. Electroweak sphalerons are in equilibrium and U (1) B is violated. Meanwhile, the complex singlets are initialized with non-zero VEVs, so U (1) DM is spontaneously broken in the early universe. However, at low temperatures, the Higgs doublets break electroweak symmetry and the complex singlets return to the origin of field space. Hence, U (1) B and U (1) DM are simultaneously restored during the EWPT.
Unlike the majority of existing ADM models, which entail high scale dynamics or non-renormalizable operators, our setup achieves cogenesis with renormalizable interactions among weak scale particles. As a consequence, this model has direct implications for experimental probes in direct detection and high energy colliders.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. (II), we define the particles and interactions for the minimal model of electroweak cogenesis. Afterwards, we detail our cosmological scenario in Sec. (III), focusing on the dynamics of the EWPT and the asymmetries generated in baryons and ADM. Finally, in Sec. (IV), we discuss experimental constraints from direct detection, and conclude in Sec. (V).
II. MODEL
What is the simplest model of cogenesis? In this section we address this question systematically. As is wellknown, ADM requires two basic ingredients: i) a symmetry to protect the asymmetric abundance of DM, and ii) a strong annihilation channel to deplete the symmetric abundance of DM.
Ingredient i) requires that DM be a complex scalar or Dirac fermion charged under U (1) DM . Is it possible to identify U (1) DM with an existing symmetry of the SM, e.g. baryon or lepton number? The only way to imbue a neutral DM particle with baryon or lepton number is to couple it to the SM via higher dimension operators. While higher dimension operators are often employed in models of ADM and even certain theories of baryogenesis [7] , we forgo them here in search of a fully renormalizable model of ADM. Higgs number is another logical possibility, but electroweak symmetry breaking will induce late time DM oscillations [8] which will instantaneously erase the DM asymmetry unless the associated Higgs couplings are exceedingly weak or non-renormalizable [9, 10] . For these reasons, we take U (1) DM to be an additional global symmetry beyond the SM. Note that DM asymmetry generation requires that U (1) DM be broken in the early universe, so to avoid the washout of the DM asymmetry, U (1) DM must be restored fast enough at late times. Ingredient ii) is typically achieved via DM interactions with light mediator particles. While such theories offer rich possibilities for "dark sector" model building and phenomenology [11] , they also introduce considerable complexity, e.g. dark forces, dark Higgs bosons, and dark cosmology. In the present work, we eschew light mediators in the interest of minimality, and insist that DM annihilates into SM particles directly. If DM annihilates via gauge interactions, stringent limits from direct detection [12] have already excluded complex scalar/Dirac fermion DM with non-zero hypercharge. On the other hand, DM with zero hypercharge is still allowed, making the complex triplet the lowest viable DM representation. In order to avoid exotic gauge representations, we consider the simpler possibility that DM is a complex gauge singlet scalar interacting via the Higgs portal.
Our setup-electroweak cogenesis-is a generalization of electroweak baryogenesis that incorporates ADM. To satisfy the Sakharov conditions, we require violation of U (1) B , U (1) DM , and CP invariance during an out-ofequilibrium phase of the early universe. While the SM offers inherent baryon number violation by way of electroweak sphalerons, it lacks the CP violation and strong first-order EWPT required of electroweak baryogenesis. For this reason, the very simplest models of electroweak baryogenesis employ the 2HDM [13] [14] [15] [16] , which we take to be our starting point.
A novel aspect of our framework is that U (1) DM is spontaneously broken in the early universe by the VEV of a U (1) DM charge scalar field. If electroweak sphalerons are to be operative before the EWPT, then this U (1) DM breaking field must be a gauge singlet. This suggests a minimal setup in which the U (1) DM breaking VEV is that of a single DM particle beyond the SM. Unfortunately, this simple possibility cannot work: in a theory with only renormalizable interactions, the existence of an exact, unbroken U (1) DM symmetry linked to a physical CP phase requires at least two new particles charged under the U (1) DM . The minimal incarnation of ADM then emerges-it consists of two Higgs doublets, H 1 and H 2 , and two complex singlets, S 1 and S 2 , coupled via all gauge invariant, renormalizable interactions consistent with certain global symmetries. We assume a softly broken parity,
, in order to evade stringent constraints from flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs); this is the conventional choice that defines the Type-II 2HDM. Moreover, we impose an exact U (1) DM symmetry under which S 1 and S 2 carry unit charge. The scalar potential takes the form
where V H describes the masses and self interactions of the Higgs doublets,
Meanwhile, V S describes the masses and self interactions of the complex singlets, assuming an additional softly broken parity,
expressed in a nomenclature for couplings and masses that mirrors that of the usual 2HDM [15, 16] . Finally, V H-S describes the portal connecting the Higgs doublets to the complex scalars,
. (5) While U (1) DM is exact at the level of the Lagrangian, it will be spontaneously broken in the early universe.
After electroweak symmetry breaking, V H-S induces additional contributions to the masses of S 1 and S 2 . As a result, S 1 and S 2 mix by an amount proportional to 1 and 2 . However, as we will see later, 1 and 2 must be small to accommodate the observed asymmetric abundances of baryons and DM-so S 1 and S 2 will be approximate mass eigenstates. We denote the physical masses of these eigenstates by m 1 and m 2 , where without loss of generality we take m 1 < m 2 . As a consequence of the unbroken U (1) DM at low energies, S 2 decays to S 1 , which comprises the stable DM.
III. COSMOLOGY A. Electroweak Phase Transition
Electroweak cogenesis requires a strongly first-order EWPT, together with the symmetry breaking pattern of Eq. (1). We assume that the scalar VEVs transit according to
where v c and w c are the critical VEVs at the critical temperature of the electroweak phase transition, T c . For simplicity, we assume that H 2 and S 2 drive the dominant VEVs during the EWPT. Indeed, while these fields will in general induce subdominant VEVs for H 1 and S 1 proportional to m ; the former is equivalent to large tan β ≡ H 2 / H 1 limit. Since CP violating interactions only enter at next-to-leading order in this expansion, we can neglect their effects on the strength of the first-order phase transition. Of course, these CP violating effects will be critical for the generation of particle asymmetries, as we will see later.
For our analysis of the phase transition we compute the finite temperature effective potential for H 2 and S 2 ,
The zero temperature potential is given by
where V CW is the one-loop Coleman-Weinberg effective potential computed in the prescription of [17, 18] . For the thermal potential, we include daisy-resummed thermal cubic contributions and leading logarithmic ther- mal corrections [17, 19] in the high-T expansion,
where M B,F (H 2 , S 2 , T ) is the field dependent, thermal mass matrix for all bosons and fermions, respectively, and c B,F 5.4, 2.6. The thermal mass corrections for H 2 and S 2 are
To compute the thermal potential, we have followed the conventional approach of [20] , where the daisy resummation is applied solely to the cubic interaction terms, i.e. the second line of Eq. (9). Alternative methods, such as those of [21] yield similar numerical results. Note that despite their common usage, V CW and the thermal cubic and logarithmic terms in Eq. (9) are gauge non-invariant quantities [22] [23] [24] , which vary under choice of R ξ gauges. Because of these gauge ambiguities, we will present our results with and without the higher order corrections-concretely, for the latter we include only the tree level zero temperature potential plus the gauge invariant thermal masses in Eq. (10) . Gauge ambiguities in the thermal cubic and logarithmic potential terms will not qualitatively affect our conclusions, which are driven primarily by the tree level action. As discussed in [24] , Scatter plot depicting correlations between m2, the physical mass of S2, and κ2, its coupling to H2, for models that achieve a first-order phase transition. The dashed blue curve denotes values of κ2 above which m 2 2,S , the bare mass of S2 must be tachyonic. The allowed region does not depend sensitively on whether we employ the full thermal potential described in [18] (purple) or the leading order potential comprised of the zero temperature tree level potential plus thermal masses (red).
there exists a fully gauge invariant methodology for computing the dynamics of the first-order phase transition, however we leave this analysis to future work.
Our setup requires a strongly first-order phase transition from the S 2 = 0 vacuum to the H 2 = 0 vacuum. At temperatures just above T c , the S 2 = 0 vacuum should be deeper than the H 2 = 0 vacuum, and vice versa at temperatures just below T c . Thus, T c is defined as the temperature at which the two vacua in Eq. (6) are degenerate, so
where a strong first-order EWPT requires that v c /T c > 0.9 for sufficient suppression of the sphaleron rate inside the broken phase. Note that a large and positive tree-level quartic term κ 2 |H 2 | 2 |S 2 | 2 is crucial for supporting a potential barrier between the two degenerate vacua. Thus, the requirement of a first-order phase transition places a lower bound on κ 2 . This contrasts with the usual picture of the EWPT in which the potential barrier relies on the daisy-resummed thermal cubic term. As a consequence, the existence of a first-order phase transition does not impose a stringent lower bound [15, 25, 26] on the mass scale of the second doublet. An example potential which can accommodate the required EWPT is shown in Fig. (2) .
The presence of a vacuum at S 2 = 0 requires that the thermal mass for S 2 be tachyonic during the EWPT. This may be possible if the zero temperature bare mass squared m 2 2,S is sufficiently tachyonic; moreover, this instability will be enhanced if the operators |S 1 | 2 |S 2 | 2 and
At very high temperatures, the temperature corrections to the thermal masses dominate over the zero temperature masses, so the signs of the quartic interaction terms dictate whether S 2 = 0 at very high temperatures [27, 28] . If these quartic interactions have negative couplings, then the conditions
must be satisfied in order for the potential to be bounded from below. In general, the couplings are also bounded from above in magnitude by perturbativity. For sufficiently large quartic couplings between the DM and the SM, running effects can push the model into a nonperturbative regime just above the weak scale [29] [30] [31] .
To investigate the viable parameter space of our model we scan over all points consistent with a strongly firstorder EWPT. Our results are presented in Fig. (3) , employing the full potential described in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) (purple dots), as well as the lowest order potential only including the zero temperature tree-level potential and thermal masses (red dots). The physical mass of S 2 after electroweak symmetry breaking is denoted by m 2 , while κ 2 denotes the coupling of H 2 to S 2 . In Fig. (3) we have scanned all remaining dimensionless couplings within the range [−2, 2], and all bare masses squared from [−(500 GeV) 2 , (500 GeV) 2 ], keeping only those points consistent with the EWPT and our desired particle spectrum.
In principle, m 2 is unbounded from above, but according to Fig. (3) , larger values of the mass correlate with larger values of κ 2 . This is required in order to provide a sufficiently large potential barrier between the S 2 = 0 and H 2 = 0 vacua, as is clear from Fig. (2) . We see that restricting to perturbative values for κ 2 √ 4π implies a loose upper bound, m 2 300 GeV. In general, the correlation between m 2 and κ 2 implies a large coupling of S 2 to the Higgs boson which would be excluded by DM direct detection [33] were it the DM. However, this is not a problem because S 2 is unstable and decays to S 1 .
B. Asymmetry Generation
A critical aspect of electroweak cogenesis is that U (1) DM is an exact symmetry of the Lagrangian which is broken spontaneously in the early universe. As a consequence, particle asymmetries in S 1 and S 2 originate on the walls of bubbles which have nucleated during the EWPT. After the phase transition, U (1) DM is restored, and a net DM asymmetry remains.
As depicted in Fig. (1) , the nucleated bubbles interpolate between the VEVs described in Eq. (6) . Because of CP violation in the 2HDM, the Higgs doublets acquire space-time varying CP phases, θ 1 = arg H 1 and θ 2 = arg H 2 , which provide the initial seeds for the baryon and DM asymmetries. To simplify our analysis, we assume a thick-wall limit in which diffusion ef-fects [34, 35] can be justifiably neglected. In this regime, the adiabatic variations in the CP phases provide an effective chemical potential for baryon number [36] [37] [38] which is manifest after applying an appropriate set of space-time dependent field redefinitions. In particular, θ 2 enters into the top quark Yukawa coupling while θ 21 = θ 2 − θ 1 enters into the scalar interaction terms in the square brackets of Eq. (5), where for simplicity we set 2 = 0 throughout. The effects of 2 can of course be included in our analysis, but they will not qualitatively affect our final conclusions.
To summarize, θ 2 contributes an effective space-time modulating phase to the mass of the top quark, and likewise for θ 21 and the S 1 and S 2 fields. However, these phases can be removed by a field redefinition,
at the cost of generating derivatively coupled terms,
The terms involving time derivatives induce a potential difference which splits the energies of particles and antiparticles inside the bubble walls. The induced chemical potentials for the top quark, S 1 , and S 2 are
are crucial for generating the final asymmetries in baryons and DM, respectively. The resulting baryon asymmetry arises as per usual in electroweak baryogenesis in the 2HDM. In the language of spontaneous baryogenesis, the chemical potential in Eq. (14) together with top quark scattering in the wall produces a chiral charge asymmetry between left-handed and right-handed top quarks which is reprocessed by electroweak sphalerons to yield the final BAU. Due to the fast expansion of the bubble wall, this sphaleron reprocessing does not reach thermal equilibrium. The comoving baryon number asymmetry evolves toward the thermal value dictated by chemical equilibrium according to the Boltzmann equation [39] ,
where Γ sph 120α 5 w T c is the electroweak sphaleron rate. Like the BAU, the DM asymmetry is directly connected to the chemical potentials induced by the spacetime variation of the Higgs CP phases. There are two classes of microscopic processes that can generate asymmetries in the dark sector. The first one is the scattering process H † 1 H 2 → S 1 S † 2 , which generates equal and opposite asymmetries in S 1 and S 2 from the bubble wall, but no net U (1) DM charge. The second class generate asymmetries in S 1 and S 2 independently, e.g. via tg → tS 1 , tS 2 , which can happen through mixing of H 2 with S 1 or S 2 on the wall. Naively, the first class cannot contribute to a net U (1) DM asymmetry, since all S 2 particles eventually decay to S 1 . However, as we show in the next subsection, the asymmetry in S 2 will be strongly washed out by after effects of the first-order phase transition, while the asymmetry in S 1 will be preserved due to a small value for 1 . Therefore, the final DM asymmetry is actually given by ∆ DM = ∆ S1 . We find the dominant such process of S 1 generation is the scattering H † 1 H 2 → S 1 S † 2 , which occurs at a rate
In analogy with Eq. (16), the comoving number density of DM is
There exist a number of subdominant processes which also produce an S 1 asymmetry. For example, one can consider processes such as H 1 Z → H 1 S 1 through a S 1 VEV insertion, which is induced on the bubble wall (of order 1 , see Fig. (1), however this is suppressed by the weak coupling constant. Another process is tg → tS 1 , which transfers the asymmetry from the top quark to S 1 , via the S 1 -H 2 mixing on the bubble wall. The associated rate is suppressed by | 1 | 2 , α s , and 1/ tan 2 β from the
The observed abundance of DM and baryons in the present day [40] implies that Ω DM /Ω B 5.4, so
If we define the wall passage time, δt wall , to be the ratio of the width and velocity of the bubble wall, then clearly δt wall Γ (19) is wholly insensitive to the detailed phase transition temperature, bubble wall width and velocitythese quantities conveniently cancel between the ratio of baryon and DM asymmetries.
C. Evolution of the Condensate
Like all mechanisms of particle asymmetry generation, electroweak cogenesis is subject to important washout effects. Indeed, the restoration of U (1) DM inside the nucleated bubble is not a perfect process. Within bubbles of true vacua, the S 2 condensate will oscillate about zero before it eventually settles to the terminal vacuum at S 2 = 0. During this oscillatory phase, S 2 number is violated and any associated asymmetry will be washed out by particle oscillations, S 2 ↔ S * 2 , which occur at a rate of Γ 2,osc ∼ λ 2 2,S | S 2 | 2 /m 2 . Meanwhile, the amplitude of the condensate is damped by decay processes, S 2 → hh, W W, ZZ, or bb, provided they are kinematically allowed. The corresponding decay rate of S 2 to the SM Higgs is Γ 2,dec ∼ κ 2 2 | S 2 | 2 /(8πm 2 ). The scattering process S 2 + h → S 2 + h has a rate Γ 2,evap ∼ κ 2 2 T /(8π), and will decohere and eventually evaporate the S 2 condensate into particles.
In principle, the asymmetry in S 1 particles will undergo similar washout effects from the oscillation, damping, and evaporation of the S 1 condensate. However, the oscillation and decay effects are strongly suppressed by 1 , which according to Eq. (19) must be small to accommodate the observed baryon and DM asymmetries. For example,
2 /m 1 is tiny because S 1 is induced sub-dominantly from S 2 proportional to 1 ; Γ 1,dec is similarly suppressed. On the other hand, the evaporation of S 1 by scattering with the Higgs particles is unrelated to 1 and thus Γ 1,evap is sizable. Therefore, it is straightforward to arrange the following hierarchy among the relevant rates,
so the S 2 asymmetry is efficiently erased but the S 1 asymmetry is preserved. The reason for the hierarchy in S 2 rates is that condensate decay and evaporation are effectively higher body processes than condensate oscillation.
In the above discussion we have neglected the terms in Eq. (4) with the coefficients λ 4,S and m 2 3,S . While these operators preserve U (1) DM , they explicitly break the orthogonal "axial" symmetry that acts oppositely on S 1 and S 2 . If these interaction terms are large, then the washout of S 2 , together with the induced mixing between S 1 and S 2 , will wash out S 1 . Requiring that the effects of these interactions are less than that of 1 , we demand that |λ 4,S | < | 1 | and |m Another potential contribution to the DM asymmetry is from the complex condensate itself. As is well-known, such asymmetries naturally arise in models with dynamical scalar fields, e.g. in Affleck-Dine baryogenesis or cogenesis [41] [42] [43] [44] . Indeed, our condensate carries a time dependent phase, corresponding to "spinning" of the S 1 and S 2 around the origin of field space. As a consequence, these field configurations carry intrinsic particle asymmetries given by
where ϕ 1 = arg S 1 and ϕ 2 = arg S 2 . The condensate asymmetry finally evaporates into the corresponding particle asymmetry, and experience similar washout effects as above. We observe that if λ 4,S and m 2 3,S are negligibly small, then the condensate asymmetries in S 1 and S 2 are induced by the 1 term. Due to conservation of U (1) DM , the equations of motion require that
2 ). Therefore, the asymmetries stored in the S 1 and S 2 condensates are equal and opposite, of order | 1 | 2 / tan 2 β, and inversely proportional to δt wall . Comparing with Eq. (17), we find that the asymmetry contained directly within the condensate is subdominant to the asymmetry induced from particle scattering provided the bubble wall is relatively slow and tan β is large.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
A. Direct Detection ADM requires strong annihilation channels to deplete the symmetric abundance of DM during thermal freezeout. In particular, the thermally averaged DM annihilation cross-section is bounded by
To accommodate Eq. (22), conventional models of ADM typically introduce new light degrees of freedom into which DM can annihilate. In principle, these light states can induce experimentally observable signals in DMnucleon scattering, but this connection is highly model dependent, so ADM lacks a universal prediction for direct detection. In contrast, electroweak cogenesis utilizes weak scale ADM which couples to the SM through the Higgs portal and avoids light mediators altogether. Thus, the very same couplings which must be sufficiently large to satisfy Eq. (22) are also subject to stringent direct detection limits. For simplicity, consider the limit of our model in which the heavier Higgs doublet is decoupled, yielding the SM plus two complex singlets [45] . Without resorting to higher dimension operators, this theory does not possess the requisite CP violation to accommodate baryogenesis. Even neglecting this issue, the parameter space consistent with Eq. (22) and XENON100 is quite narrow [46] . In the allowed region, the annihilation cross-section of DM cannot be much stronger than the thermal case, so the relic DM carries a sizable symmetric abundance-the DM is not fully asymmetric.
Next, we consider the regime in which both Higgs doublets have weak scale masses. Because CP is explicitly broken in the Higgs sector, the CP even and odd scalars will mix among each other. Hence, the neutral gauge eigenstates, (H h 2 , h 3 ) , by a general orthogonal matrix R ij [47, 48] . It has been shown [49] recently that CP violation for the electroweak baryogenesis window is still consistent with the electric dipole moment constraints, as well as the measurement of Higgs properties at the LHC. In the presence of multiple Higgs states [50] it is possible to arrange for destructive interference among the contributing Feynman diagrams in DM direct detection. Critically, in these parameter regions the DM annihilation channels are not suppressed, so Eq. (22) can be accommodated.
The effective Lagrangian describing the couplings of DM to quarks is obtained by integrating out the Higgs bosons,
where λ i = κ 1 cos βR i1 + κ 4 sin βR i2 . The cross-section for spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering is
where m N is the nucleon mass and µ N is the reduced mass of the DM-nucleon system. For nucleon matrix el-
Tq , we use the latest lattice results [51] . Fig. (4) depicts parameter points which satisfy the relic density constraints [40] together with direct detection limits from XENON100 [33] . To compute the thermal symmetric DM relic density, we have taken into account the dominant annihilation channels into W W, ZZ, and bb including the three-body annihilation channels. Due to the limits on the invisible Higgs width, m 1 m h /2, while m 1 is bounded from above because m 1 < m 2 and m 2 is limited by the phase transition conditions in Fig. (3) . It is clear that CP violation in the Higgs sector allows for more natural cancellations in the direct detection cross-section, and opens richer parameter space for our scenario.
B. Collider Signatures
We now discuss the collider phenomenology of our model. It will be quite difficult to directly observe the complex scalars in our model, since they only couple to the SM through the Higgs doublets. As such, our best prospects for experimental signs at the LHC rely on the 2HDM sector of the theory. ATLAS [53] has placed substantial constraints on the neutral component of the heavy Higgs decaying to W + W − . These limits depend on tan β and α, which denotes the mixing angle between the H 1 and H 2 mass eigenstates. For generic values of α, β, the lower limit on the mass is 200-300 GeV, except near the decouplng limit, α = β − π/2, when the heavy Higgs does not couple to electroweak gauge bosons.
In the presence of CP violation in the Higgs sector, all of the neutral scalars h 1,2,3 can decay into a pair of gauge bosons. It is also crucial to measure the CP violating effects in the Higgs productions and decays. The prospects of other decay channels have been recently studied in [54] , as well as possible modifications of Higgs properties from additional singlets [55] . The charged scalar may also be probed via associated production with gauge bosons [56] , and is also constrained by the flavor violation process b → sγ to be heavier than 295 GeV [57] in the case of Type-II 2HDM.
The singlet scalars in our model are difficult to see because they only couple via the Higgs portal. Because their masses lie above half the Higgs boson mass, they cannot be probed through invisible width measurements. On the other hand, the production of heavy Higgses followed by their subsequent decays will lead to missing energy events, like pp → h + h − → W + W − h 2 h 2 followed by the invisible decay of h 2 into a DM pair. In this case, the collider signatures will be similar to that of the inert Higgs doublet model [58] . Therefore, through the electroweak production of heavier Higgs states it may be possible to probe the dark sector of this model in future runs of the LHC.
V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Electroweak cogenesis is a simple framework for baryogenesis and asymmetric dark matter generation at the EWPT. Its key ingredient is an exact U (1) DM symmetry that is spontaneously broken in the early universe by the VEV of a U (1) DM charged field. After the EWPT, U (1) DM is restored, together with U (1) B . As the result of U (1) B , U (1) DM , and CP violating interactions in the vicinity of the nucleated bubble walls, baryon and DM asymmetries are simultaneously generated. Since the ratio of n B and n DM is controlled by the parameters of the theory, the DM mass can be at the weak scale rather than the GeV scale, in contrast with conventional models of ADM. As a consequence, Higgs portal interactions are sufficient to deplete the symmetric component of our DM particle, and light mediators need not be introduced. Electroweak cogenesis offers a minimal realization of ADM using just the 2HDM augmented by two complex singlet scalars. The present analysis leaves open a number of interesting possibilities for future work, which we now discuss.
A full appraisal of electroweak cogenesis calls for a more rigorous study of the phase transition and the process of asymmetry generation. For example, to quantitatively evaluate the strength of the phase transition, it would be useful to analyze the complete field dynamics including the effects of back-reaction from H 1 and S 1 on the thermal potential. A more quantitative analysis would also entail a higher order calculation of a gauge-invariant effective thermal potential [24] or a nonperturbative evaluation of the phase transition on the lattice. Our determination of the CP violating sources could also be refined as in [59, 60] , along with the evolution of the number density asymmetries via particle diffusion [60, 61] during the EWPT.
Another subject which warrants further study connects with the role of the scalar condensate in electroweak cogenesis. Thus far, we have focused on a scenario in which asymmetry generation arises dominantly from particle scattering in the background of the nucleated bubble walls. However, as noted in Sec. (III C), there is another source of DM asymmetry arising from the coherent scalar field configurations which comprise the walls themselves. In principle, the condensate can contribute an intrinsic and dominant source of the DM asymmetry, as is the case in other models of asymmetry generation [41] [42] [43] 62] .
Lastly, it would be interesting to consider the viability of electroweak cogenesis within more general theories beyond the SM. Indeed, the model presented in this paper relies on fundamental scalars, and as a result carries the usual burden of radiative instability. It is therefore an interesting question whether electroweak cogenesis can be achieved within the context of technically natural UV completions such as supersymmetry or composite Higgs theories. Conveniently, many variations of these models predict additional singlet scalars at the weak scale which could furnish a viable ADM candidate.
